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When McConnell ran for reelection to County-

Judge Executive in 1981, his campaign advertised

extensively on WLKY-TV in Louisville. So much so

that McConnell participated in a rewards program.

The television station sent McConnell (and a secret

lady friend) on an expense-paid vacation to

Cancun, Mexico.

McConnell remarked on the trip at the airport on

his return.

“I enjoyed it.  I had a good time.”

He didn’t appreciate that the local newspaper

asked about the trip.

“You tell me if I’m entitled to any privacy?”

When a state ethics panel later investigated the

matter, McConnell was not in a better mood.

He said of the charges:

“They are a real cheap shot.”
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Trust But Verify

McConnell appeared on Meet the Press in August

of 2010 and was asked if he believed President

Obama was a Muslim.  At the time polls indicated

31% of Republicans so believed.

McConnell replied:

“The president says he`s -- the president says he`s a

Christian. I take him at his word.”
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Maybe You Don’t Know Who I Am?

As a newly elected Senator in 1985, McConnell

confessed to being “all puffed up”.   Soon thereafter

at a “fashionable” Washington dinner party he

asked the waiter for butter and was ignored.

“Maybe you don’t know who I am,” McConnell asked

the waiter.

The waiter replied, “Maybe you don’t know who I

am?”

McConnell shook his head. He didn’t.

The waiter replied, “Well, Senator, I’m the guy in

charge of the butter.”

Note: This story is frequently and famously attributed to a

telling by Sen. Bill Bradley (NJ-D). However all those stories

are subsequent to McConnell’s version which appeared in the

New York Times in 1985.
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